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ACROSS
1. Beginning with
5. Dead tree
9. Spooky Urysohn gadgets? (Prop. 6.3.17)
11. ___
13. Canadian province
14. Occult sciences
16. Highlander
17. Chekhov or Bruckner
19. Dalai ___
20. Devour
21. River island
22. Whip
23. Hochster's creepy circle? (Ex. 9.5.38)
30. ___ Pop: cannibalistic female Thai spirit
31. Alter follower, and horror flick villain
32. Hurtful
36. Goo
40. Sting action
41. Shakespeare's negative side
43. Evil spell
44. Crypt
46. Smelling a rat
47. Innocent one
48. The watchdog's fiend, in the first short story that Dick sold
50. Fabled loser
51. Skeleton part?
52. Shoot
53. "___ tete, Alouette" (French song refrain)
54. Titles for some monks
56. In ___ (together)
58. ___-Tiki, Heyerdahl craft

DOWN
1. Indeclinable noun
2. Whack
3. Scull
4. Cold as la muerte
5. Eyeball
6. Snatch
7. Dead sea
8. Frozen treats in Fiumicino
9. Open
10. Made Strauss blue?
11. ___phobia: fear of the dark
12. Indian rain tree
13. Sweet suffixes?
15. Was a rat
18. "Sweeney Todd" film director Burton
24. Hertz
25. Poset, as a category (Ex. 8.1.4)
26. Foe
27. Charon's vessel, maybe
28. Close to death?
29. Brown kiwi
32. Pretend to be
33. Scary Nicolas? (Thm. 2.3.1)
34. As Charon's 27-down, once coin is paid by the dead
35. Evil ___
36. La Brea goo
37. "___ of Fire"
38. One with a number? (Prop. 3.3.6)
39. Cute beginning of a death sentence?
42. Us
45. Premia
47. If odd, may not generate a topology
49. Wren's "Beau ___"
50. Skeleton part?
51. Despot
52. Shoot
53. "___ tete, Alouette" (French song refrain)
54. Titles for some monks
56. In ___ (together)
58. ___-Tiki, Heyerdahl craft
59. Old-fashioned dads